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Preface: Late in 2016, returning to Juneau from nearly a year out of town with 
family affairs, I was offered a fascinating assignment. Looking ahead to the 
sesquicentennial year of the 1867 Alaska Purchase, Jane Lindsey of Juneau-
Douglas City Museum, and her friend Michael Blackwell imagined a before-
&-after 'banner' with an oblique view of Juneau from the air today. Alongside 
would be a retrospective, showing what the same view looked like at the time of 
purchase, 150 years ago.

In part, Jane and Mike's idea came from a split-image view of downtown 
Juneau that I created 8 years ago, showing a 2002 aerial oblique on the right, 
and on the left, my best guess as to what Dzantik'i Héeni delta looked like in 
1879.  I, in turn, had borrowed that idea from the Mannahatta project (Sander-
son, 2009), which used similar split-images comparing contemporary New York 
City to 1609 when Henry Hudson sailed in.

As things evolved, producing a believable banner for the sesquicentennial 
proved considerably more challenging and more rewarding than my couple acres 
of photoshopped 'rubber-stamping' —an easy day's work—for the Juneau-
Mannahatta retrospective.

Cover:  Flight line on Feb 26, 2017, for aquisition of 
oblique views, plus 'cloning material' for re-creation of 

1867 scenes. Background is a hillshade generated from 
LiDAR-based digital elevation model (DEM) commis-

sioned by CBJ in 2013. Elevations accurate to the nearest 
foot are color-coded to key tidal and supratidal thresholds. 

Upper limit of brightest green shows reach of highest 
tides in the year 1867.  ●  This image: Tidal flat sand 

waves, Daxanáak, between 2 points (Berner's Bay), one 
of 462 catalogued obliques collected on 20170226.

Place names 
convention 

In all my writing since publi-
cation of Haa L’éelk’w Hás 
Aani Saax’ú: Our grand-

parents’ names on the land 
(Thornton & Martin, eds. 

2012), I’ve used Tlingit place 
names whenever available, 
followed by their translation 
in italic, and IWGN (impor-

tant white guy name) in 
parentheses. Euro-names, 
however regal or preemp-
tive, were afterthoughts. 

Example: Kadigooni 
X’áat’, island with spring 

water (Spuhn Island). Where 
no place name is listed in 
Thornton & Martin (hence-

forth T&M, 2012), I default to 
the IWGN. 
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Seward's Day
Seward's Day is celebrated as an Alaska state holiday in late March each year, commemorating the Alaska 
Purchase treaty signed on March 30, 1867. Because 2017 is  the 150th anniversary, institutions and historical 
societies statewide are planning special events throughout the year. Some are listed on the Alaska Historical 
Society's website at http://alaskahistoricalsociety.org/about-ahs/150treaty/calendar/. 

Although Willam Seward's papers were in hand by spring of 1867, actual transfer to United States owner-
ship—complete with flag-raising and cannon fire—didn't take place until October of that year, at a ceremony 
in the Russian stronghold of Sitka. For my assignment—to show key Juneau-area landscapes as they appear 
today compared to 1867—these widely spaced events in March and October raised the question: at what time 
to collect the imagery? 

The left side of my previous Juneau-Mannahatta visualization shows a September scene, with cottonwoods 
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turning color on the dynamically aggrading delta. Summer and early fall 
are brighter and generally more attractive seasons for aerial photography, 
but if we waited that long for the photo-mission, our product wouldn't be 
ready for the majority of scheduled sesquicentennial events. Jane, Mike 
and I felt it best to fly in late February, leaving enough time to create a 
printer-ready pdf by spring.

Although winter scenes are less welcoming than green, lushly vegetated 
ones, they do remind us how much chillier the Juneau area was in 1867, 
when periglacial landscapes were still in the waning decades of the Little 
Ice Age. Glaciologist Bruce Molnia once told me that when Whidbey's 
3 rowboats passed through Áak'w and T'aakú Kwáan territories in 1794, 
August temperatures probably approximated those of November today 
(they encountered August sleet in Taku Inlet!). Those cold-summer condi-
tions probably persisted well into the 1800s, especially in areas closest to 
T'aakú (Taku) and Áak'w (Mendenhall) Glaciers. Thus, my retouched 1867 
scenes assembled from cloning sources collected in February, 2017 (albeit 
a mild winter) come closer to representing 'typical' conditions on pre-
contact Áak'w Aaní throughout most of their blustery year. 1  

1  Áak'w Aaní = homeland of Áak'w Kwáan, mapped in pink on the following map. A kwáan is a 
geographic region, not a political entity. Political power, at least at time of contact, resided in clans. 
Áak'w Kwáan clans included the Eagle Wooskeetaan and the Raven L’eeneidí, L’uknax.ádi & G’aanax.
ádi. T’aakú Kwáan clans included the Eagle Yanyeidí, Tsaateeneidí & S’eet’kweidí, and the Raven 
G’aanax.ádi, Ishkahittaan, Kookhittaan, &Tooka.ádi  (Hope, 2003) 

A model for our sesquicentennial Seward's Day retrospective was called 
the Juneau-Mannahatta visualization. I chose 1879, just before prospectors 
Juneau and Harris arrived under guidance of L’eeneidí shaman Kaawa.ée, 

cooked salmon eggs (Chief Cowee). Interpretation is on page 66, Natural 
history of Juneau trails. (Carstensen, 2013) Note the 2 L'eeneidí smoke-

houses in a seasonally trampled meadow, above the "D" in Dzantik'i Héeni.
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Historical context
Although the Russians had a presence in Sitka beginning in 1799, and in 
Wrangell by the 1830s, inner recesses of the Archipelago were largely 
unsettled and some parts even unexplored by Europeans at time of the Russia-
to-US transfer in 1867. At what became Juneau, that isolation continued until 
"discovery" of gold in 1880. When I showed my 1879 Juneau-Mannahatta 
visualization to historian Jim Geraghty, he sent back an 1880 NY Times clip-
ping to emphasize how remote Áak'w Aaní still was. That short piece on the 
Alaska Territory reported only 236 "white" residents in the prior year, 1879, 
who were mostly confined to Sitka and Wrangell. (Bailey, 1880). In 1867, to 
Euro-explorers, the region near the mouth of Taku Inlet was one of the most 
remote recesses of the Archipelago.

Let's back up for an historical introduction to Áak'w Aaní in the transfer 
year of 1867. Throughout Russian tenure, Sitka merchants for the most part 
let Tlingit traders come to them. For one thing, in the days of sail, it was fool-
ish to venture very far into the Archipelago in a large ship. Sickly Vancouver 
stayed with the Discovery and Chatham at Althorp and South Baranof, as 
indicated on this map, while survey parties under Whidbey and Johnstone 
did the real work by muscle power, in rowed boats shorter and dangerously 
slower than the sleek Tlingit canoes. In the first half of the 1800s, even mid-
sized ships risked attack by warriors angered by previous hit-&-run peddlers 
of muskets and hootch. From about 1840 onward, steamships such as the 
Hudson Bay Company's SS Beaver and SS Otter slowly expanded the geogra-
phy of trade, removing dependence on wind, opening the inside passages.  

After Whidbey, contacts between Áak'w Kwáan and Europeans were few 
and far between. I’ve found records of only a handful of explorers and traders 
who might have penetrated to waters inside of Xutsnoowú, brown bear fort 
(Admiralty Island). Some ships kept no logs, and many—such as the Yankee 
fur traders—were essentially pirates who had reason not to record their 

Two passages by Joseph Whidbey (surveyor with the Vancouver Expedition) 
through Áak'w Aaní (pink-coded) in 1794. The second survey closed a traverse 
around Xutsnoowú, demonstrating it was an island. The crew's 3 rowboats 
couldn't penetrate ice-choked Gastineau Channel, but Whidbey convinced 
himself that Douglas, too, was an island. (Correct deduction from faulty 
evidence, as I explain in the slideshow firstencounters.exe. Carstensen, 2010.)

To the best of my knowledge, Whidbey's intrepid surveyors (including 
Archibald Menzies on the first, red-lined trip) were the first Europeans encoun-
tered by Áak'w warriors. No contact was reported within the territory (green-tint-
ed here) later claimed by T'aakú Kwáan, for whom ice blockage still rendered 
Taku Inlet unnavigable (upper limits of blue line).  

1794
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activities. So several pre-purchase interactions of Euros and Americans with Áak'w 
Kwáan were probably lost to history. Bob DeArmond (1978) collected accounts of 9 
explorers during this period who did keep good journals. Of these, only 2—Richard 
Cleveland in 1799 and Sir George Simpson in 1841—came anywhere near the future 
CBJ. Cleveland reported passing a well-armed canoe with 30 warriors somewhere 
inside Xutsnoowú. His journal for the small vessel Caroline reported close escapes 

Two views created in ArcScene:  ●  Above: Swollen Áak'w 
Kwáan Sít'i, Áak'w peoples' glacier (Mendenhall) at the time of 
Whidbey's visit. He tried to move far enough behind Sayéik, spirit 
helper (Douglas Island) to prove it was indeed an island. But as 
with his prior attempt to enter Gastineau Channel from the south, 
he was turned back by floating ice. On that earlier attempt those 
icebergs originated at T'aakú Kwáan Sít'i, Taku peoples' glacier 
(Taku). But I don't think that glacier could account for Whidbey's 
bergs inside Kadigooni X’áat’, island with spring water (Spuhn 
Island). About 5 miles of mudflat stretch from today's Fritz Cove 
to the mouth of Vanderbilt Creek. Even at high tide there's not 
enough water here to float large bergs (remembering that 90% of 
their mass is underwater). It seems likelier that Whidbey's Fritz Cove bergs originated 
from Áak'w Kwáan Sít'i. In this scene, I've drawn 2 exaggeratedly large meltwater chan-
nels draining that glacier. Were they deep enough to conduct sizeable bergs? 1 Note on 
the cover hillshade that it was only 1.3 miles from the expanded ice front down to high 
tide line (compared to 5.6 miles today).  ●  Below: Same scene today.

1 Jim Geraghty doubts my river berg-conduit hypothesis, and I have to agree it strains credulity because even 
the largest glacial rivers are typically shallow and aggrading at that stage of their evolution. However, he agrees 
that the Mendenhall mudflats likely intercepted Taku bergs. Jim points to another, more believable mechanism for 
ice delivery into Fritz Cove. The expanded Áak'w Glacier repeatedly backwatered a lake in Nugget Valley, which 
released catastrophically, possibly on an annual basis. Outburst floods, or jökulhlaups, tend to happen in late 
summer—the time of Whidbey's visit, and did probably have the power to blast at least mid-sized icebergs down into 
tidewater.   

For what we now call 
Mendenhall Glacier, Thorn-
ton & Martin (2012) list only 
"Sít'," the generic word for 

glacier. Muir's commemora-
tive name—Auke Glacier—
was changed to Mendenhall 
by USC&GS in 1892. Since 
we don't know what name 

Áak'w Kwáan actually used, 
I suggest, instead of the 

imperialistic IWGN (impor-
tant white guy name), we 
use Áak'w Kwáan Sít'i.    

1794

today
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elsewhere from revenge-seeking clansmen already in possesion of muskets. 2

Simpson oversaw a failed Hudson Bay Company venture based in Taku 
Harbor for a few years in the early 1840s. Like the Russians out at Sitka, the 
British post on the much colder mainland was basically held under seige, in 
this case by T'aakú warriors who'd sometimes trade and sometimes attack. 
(Olson, 1994) I take this to mean that in the 4 decades following Whidbey's 
visit, the T'aakú had been released from their glacial blockade, sweeping 
down to claim (or reclaim?) a role as major transboundary power brokers.

2 From DeArmond (1980): "Although [Cleveland] made no specific mention of Auks and Takus, they were 
undoubtedly included among 'the several tribes' he traded with in this area." 

~1965

The next record for Euros in Áak'w Aaní is of special interest for our down-
town view in the 1867>2017 oblique comparison. Thirteen years earlier, on 
May 16, 1854, the Dutch whaler Backenhousen "dropped anchor just off the 
present site of Douglas." Although no ship logs have survived from that expe-
dition, the incident came to light in the reminiscences of an old man:

“The story of this visit was not told until 1911 when E.C. Lindemann came to 
Juneau. . . Then 82, he said he had been a member of the crew of the Backenhousen 
in 1854. They were trapped in the channel for 6 weeks, he said, when ice bergs from 

Above: Whibey's second, August, survey was turned back by ice at both ends 
of Sayéik spirit helper (Douglas Island). Were these bergs from separate sourc-
es? See previous caption.  ●  Left:  As recently as the mid 1960s—pre-Egan 
Drive—bergs larger than cars stranded on downtown beaches. 

1794
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Taku Inlet drifted in to fill the lower channel.” (DeArmond, 1980)
That's a lot of icebergs! I moved to Juneau in 1977, and never saw a berg in Gastin-

eau Channel. But folks my age who grew up here say they were common well into 
the 1960s. Jim Geraghty also remembers slabs of plate ice (ie, not of glacial origin) 6 
to 8 inches thick in his childhood. LaVern Baier (ADF&G, retired, pers comm) talked 
to an old-timer who once walked a horse across Gastineau Channel on the sea ice. 
Today that's hard to imagine, but with colder air temperatures, plus seawater cooled 
by abundant melting bergs, wouldn't Gastineau sometimes freeze shore-to-shore? 

None of the above-mentioned ventures (except maybe the Backenhousen in 1854?) 
penetrated ice-clogged Gastineau Channel to the Dzantik'i Héeni delta. So it's possi-
ble no European had yet laid eyes on our 'downtown' oblique scene by the year 1867. 
That would change in September, 1868, as I'll recount below. 

But to preface that story, let's try to imagine how the southeastern Archipelago 
looked from a variety of cultural perspectives in 1867: 1) to the tiny, cloistered colo-
nial population—at that point mostly Russian; 2) to steamship entrepreneurs plying 
inside passages for trade or plunder; 3) to a handful of land-based prospectors and 
mom-&-pop traders, and; 4) from the perspective of Tlingit villagers—still by far the 
largest population of Southeast Alaska.  

1)  The Russians  According to historian Lydia Black, Russian relationships with 
Tlingit clans and kwáans were less domineering than what followed under American 
rule. Russia had essentially no military in the Archipelago, and after 1830, the Crown 
forbade permanent settlement by anyone not married to a Native man or woman:

  "Russian relationships with the majority of the Native groups 3 were determined by the 
desirability of continuous, uninterrupted trade. [in contrast] . . .The United States acquired 
Alaska at a time when major conflicts with Indians were being played out in the western 
territories. Military occupation and control were the order of business. (Black, 2004)

Regardless of how civil their exchange with immediate trading partners, Russians 

3  Is this qualifier—"majority of"—meant to exclude Russian treatment of Aleut hunters, enslaved by threat to their 
families? 

at Sitka and the British in Wrangell—ever since the battles of 1802 
and 1804—lived in fear of another Tlingit uprising. In retrospect, 
we can say that coordinated, multi-clan reprisals were increasingly 
unlikely after those turn-of-century battles. But that assessment 
would have seemed naïve to the Archipelago's Euro population in 
the years surrounding Little Big Horn (1876). More on this below 
(item 4), when we view Southeast through Tlingit eyes. 

2) Yankee fur-ships  As early as 1821, the Yankee traders—often 
called "Bostonians" because most sailed from New England—were 
a problem for Russia. Naval officer Vasilii Golovnin:

"saw only the negative side of American ships and believed that up to 
15 vessels per year visited Alaska. They traded powder and guns with 
the natives, who later used those weapons against Russians. . . .[by the 
1840s] . . . Relations with American representatives were contradictory. 
On one hand, they supplied the Russian colonies with all necessary 
goods, but on the other, they traded weapons with the natives who paid 
very good  prices in furs for them. The American captain John D'Wolf 
informed George Langsdorff that it was possible to buy the best English 

Etching by Alex-
ander Filippovich 
Postels at Gajaa 

Héen, safe waters, 
(Old Sitka, Star-
rigavan Creek). 

Russian palisade 
atop Noow Tlein, big 
fort (Castle Hill) had 

watchtowers and 
cannon for defense 

against Tlingit 
attack.

1827
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rifles cheaper there than in Britain itself.  (Whisenhunt & Saul, 
eds, 2016)

By mid-century, Southeast Alaskan trade had devolved 
into an even more lawless affair—the marine equivalent of 
boomtown debauchery and violence infecting the cattle and 
mining towns and surrounding wildlands of the American 
West.4 For such commanders and their accomplices—

4  It seems fitting that Wyatt Earp served as temporary marshall at Wrangell—
Alaska's "Tombstone"—while en route to the even woolier Klondike.   http://www.
wrangell.com/visitorservices/history-wrangell 

who'd soon include Civil War vets hardened or otherwise emotionally impaired by mass slaugh-
ter—the Archipelago was a plum for the plucking (and good luck to whomever followed in 
their wake). The situation hardly improved, post-purchase, in the hands of sanctioned military 
leaders. 5

3) The campers For lonely 'terrestrial' parties camping on beaches and rivers prior to (and 
long after) 1867, Southeast Alaska was a dicey frontier. A trickle of the brave and foolhardy—
including disillusioned 49ers from the California gold fields—swelled to a flood after 1861 
when Buck Choquette found gold 160 miles up Shtax'héen, water biting itself (Stikine River). 
Although life expectancy was likely short for these pilgrims, murder at the hands of indigenous 
people was low on the list of causes. In 1862, prospector Harry Williams noted the respect 
shown for miners' tool caches, strapped into trees along Shtax'héen:

" The Indians are continually passing them, and have been known to replace them when their fasten-
ings would give way and let them fall to the ground, thereby showing not even the existence of a wrong 
thought in their minds.” (Colyer, 1870)

4) The Tlingit  In 1867, Southeast villages were reeling from a litany of compounding disas-
ters. Worst were recurring infectious plagues such as smallpox that in the 1830s alone had cut 
their numbers almost in half,  . . .

" . . . believed to be caused by disease spirits that traveled in 'a boat of sickness' accompanied by the 
ghosts of all who had died of the disease . . . invisible to all but the shaman." (Emmons & de Laguna, 
1991) 

In the year of the Alaska Purchase, because Russians had never questioned their claims to 
most of the sprawling Archipelago, even the most worldly of clans or kwáans could scarcely 

5 Bob DeArmond (1980) probably looked more comprehensively than any other historian at the scattered archives for Juneau's 
pre-and post-purchase years. With failure of Hudson Bay Company'ss Fort Durham, steamers Beaver, LaBouchere and Otter 
became mobile trading posts, making "regular rounds of the mainland villages [permitted under contract with Russia] and 
occasional surreptitious visits to island villages as well [where Russia still claimed trading rights]." Certainly these steamers would 
have stopped at Tsaa T'ei Héen, and possibly at Aanchgaltsóow, depending on how early it was established. As for the post-
purchase years, "The change of flags brought a new bunch of fur traders. Most operated with small schooners." The name for an 
early T’aakú Kwáan village at today's Lawson Creek was Shgóonaa Héenak'u Schooner's little creek. The US Revenue Cutters 
(eg, Wyanda, Saginaw, described below) tried to police these activities, but a great deal of contraband liquor and firearms were 
also traded, with predictable consequences. For example, in August 1869, John Kinkead's revealingly named Sweepstakes was 
"boarded in a hostile manner by the Awk Indians while trading in Stephens Passage." (Jeff Davis, quoted in DeArmond, 1980).

No  known Alaskan photographs exist from pre-purchase 
days. CC Fripp's reimagining above was published in The 
Graphic, titled To Klondike by the all-Canadian route: A block 
on the Stikine River.  It depicts the third of 3 gold rushes out of 
Wrangell. The first rush was 35 years earlier, in years leading 
up to the Alaska purchase.

1898
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have understood the looming implications of transfer. Although their sufferings were 
many, only those near Sitka and Wrangell had actually been moved aside by Euro 
settlement. Over the next several decades, displacement would follow, one village, one 
fish camp, one clam beach at a time, whenever a bureaucrat or speculator or fox farmer 
fancied an "abandoned" anchorage or islet. Our re-imagined scenes of Áak'w Aaní in 
1867 show a land still free of these colonial forces, inhabited by people of the salmon, 
herring and seal, whose claims stretched back for generations, and who may not have 
suspected those days were numbered.  

The Tlingit took insults seriously, resented unfair trade, and would die to revenge a 
clan member. But most were realists, about to learn the insanity of angering a gunboat 
captain who could steam up to their settlement and level it in minutes. Aside from 
that, between the great plague of the 1830s and the end of Russian tenure, cultural 
unravelling from disease and alcohol steadily weakened the ability of hít s'aatís, house 
masters, to mobilize a war party or slave-raiding expedition. By 1867, most violent 
incidents were the acts of individuals, not clans or houses.6

After 1867, the few enraged warriors who harmed Europeans brought immedi-
ate tragedy, not only to their clan but their entire kwáan. This would shortly happen 
3 times: at Kake (Feb, 1869), then Wrangell (Dec, 1869), and finally Aangóon (Oct, 
1882). In hindsight, a comment by one of the first officers to set foot in American 
Alaska suggests it hardly mattered what crimes were committed, or who was punished 
for them; the bombardments were pre-ordained acts of terrorism, intended to put the 
entire Archipelago on notice.    

In fall 1867, Lt-Col Robert Scott was sent by General Halleck to survey the Alaska-
Canada border north of Port Simpson. He reported back that the . . . 

6  One of the last major inter-clan battles took place at Daaxaatkanadaa, where the tide flows around the point. This 
is a fortress island inside Aangóon, isthmus town (Angoon), where Chief Shakes and his Naanyaa.aayí warriors from 
Wrangell held the Deisheetaan under seige. Excavating the site of this battle, well known in oral history but unrecorded 
by Russian or British scribes, Fredrica de Laguna concluded it probably happened sometime close to 1850. The 
incident . . . “seemed to belong to a period when the Tlingit had access to trade material, probably in exchange for 
sea otter skins, but before aboriginal culture had been appreciably changed by contact with the whites."  [de Laguna, 
1960] 

“ . . . Kakes, Stikeens, Hydas, Chimpsains, Tongass, Cape Fox and other 
tribes congregate on Portland Channel and the Naas River to trade with 
each other and the whites. The liquor trade is generally carried on within 
what is now our boundary.” 

Scott recommended the site for what became Fort Tongass, and 
that 

“a show of military power be made at the earliest practicable moment” 
by the Navy. (US Senate, 1904, p 348)

1827

Tlingit mother & child, Baranof Island. Engraving by FH Kittlitz. From 
FP Litke's Voyage outour du monde. 1835.
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Generals and politicians would later frame the 3 above-listed bombard-
ments as surgical, well-deserved retribution. But in view of Scott's recommen-
dation, the case could be be made that Commanders Meade at Skanáx, noisy 
beach (Saginaw Bay), Borrowe at Wrangell, and Healy at Aangóon, were 
basically loaded canons in search of examples to set. Those who knew the 
Tlingit understood these actions to be unnecessary and reprehensible. 7 

There appear to be no written descriptions of Aanchgaltsóow, nexus 
town (old Auke village) up to the time of our re-imagined scene of 1867. In 
the following year, at 12:50 pm on September, 15th, 1868, John W White, 
commanding the Revenue Cutter Wayanda 

"came to anchor off Auke Village in 17½ fath of water, . ."
 Little was known of Wyanda's Alaskan cruises until Juneau historian Jim 

Geraghty transcribed White’s deck log and pocket diary. Most of White's 
comments in Áak'w Aaní refer to transactions at another village he called 
"Chartahane," almost certainly Tsaa T’ei Héen, behind the seal water (Admi-
ralty Cove village). Jim feels, from study of the logs, that White's "Auke 
Village" was indeed Aanchgaltsóow, and that in 1868 it was an even more 
significant settlement than Tsaa T’ei Héen. In spite of its centrality for Áak'w 
Kwáan, White apparently recorded no details about "Auke Village," perhaps 
because such description was left to Dr. Thomas Minor, a young ethnologist 
from the Smithsonian aboard Wyanda. Unfortunately, Minor's journal was 
subsequently lost (http://www.historylink.org/File/5730.)

On that same visit in September 1868, White sent a longboat through 
what became known as Gastineau Channel, a decade before Muir & Young 

7  In May 1878—after the Kake and Wrangell incidents but before the Angoon bombardment—John Brady 
(then missionary; future territorial Governor) made an interesting comparison between Plains tribes and 
the Tlingit, relative to this policy of sanctioned terrorism. In comparison to the Plains, where mounted war 
parties and even whole villages could run circles around military pursuit: 

“The island system of this coast will show at once to any thoughtful man that there is no need of 
soldiers to keep the natives subdued. The Indians here build their houses close to the water. Destroy their 
houses and canoes, and they are left helpless. They know this well.” 

repeated that traverse under guidance of Wrangell elder Toyatte in Novem-
ber, 1879. Unless Backenhousen made it all the way up to Dzantik'i Héeni in 
1854 (noted above), these would have been the first Europeans seen from the 
fish camp owned by Jake Cropley's aunts (Goldschmidt, Haas & Kahklen, 

Of all the military commanders in the first post-purchase years, only Richard 
Meade bothered to make sketch maps of harbors, Tlingit villages, etc. This 
excerpt from an 1882 chart has the only settlements mapped by Meade in 

1869. He apparently steamed down "Portland Channel" without noticing Aanch-
galtsóow. Compare shape of Douglas Island to its actual shape on the inset; 

this is an error passed down from Vancouver/Whidbey cartography.

1869
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1948/1998), which would surely have been active in September. Imagine 
their shock at the sight of pale-skinned, bearded crew members rowing south 
around the delta!     

We've now moved several months beyond the year of the Alaska Purchase. 
But one more encounter with Áak'w Kwáan bears mentioning, to show how 
rapidly things would change for Tlingit villagers, even in these inner nooks 
and crannies of the Archipelago. On March 17, 1869,  the side-paddle gunboat 
Saginaw, under Commander Richard Meade, steamed south through Stephens 
Passage. According to her smooth deck log, 

"At 8:10 came to anchor off a village of 14 houses on Admiralty Island opposite 
Douglas Island. At 9 got under way from Awk village.” [Meade, 1869]

Meade's "Awk village," unlike White's, referred not to Aanchgaltsóow but to 
Tsaa T’ei Héen, in today's Admiralty Cove. He gave detailed instructions on 
anchoring for future mariners, because these shoals were muddier and more 
challenging than White's 17.5-fathom anchorage off nexus town.

The Auke tribe is a very poor one. They profess to be friendly to the whites, but 
were in great terror, thinking we had come to destroy the village. Every house had a 
white flag over it, and seeing they were alarmed we hoisted a white flag at the fore, 
whereupon their chief man came off [possibly Kawa.ée, born 1817, so aged 52]. 

Tsaa T’ei Héen villagers had reason to fear Meade. Only a month earlier, in 
mid February, his crew had destroyed 5 settlements and 2 forts of the Kéex' 
Kwáan, 90 miles south. News traveled fast, and the people of the seal at Tsaa 
T’ei Héen wouldn't be the only villagers mortified by Saginaw's appearance 
off their canoe beaches, as Meade's voyage of intimidation continued. 

Had any photos at all been taken in Alaska by time of the Purchase in 1867? 
Juneau historian Jim Geraghty (pers comm) says that the first in Southeast 
may have been acquired in 1865, during the Union Telegraph Survey, mostly 
inland through BC. I’ve not seen any of these. The next Alaskan images of 

Methods
The Mannahatta Project's Markley Boyer used ArcScene oblique simulation 
and movie-makers' 3D software rather than photoshop cut-&-paste for his 
1609 oblique scenes (Sanderson, 2009).1 As for recreating past landscapes 
by cloning from contemporary photos, although other examples must exist, I 
haven't seen them.2 There is, however, a large discipline called repeat photog-
raphy, in which existing historical photographs—ground or air-based—are 

1  For a TED talk on the reconstruction process by Sanderson, visit: https://www.ted.com/talks/eric_
sanderson_pictures_new_york_before_the_city 

2  A third approach is through painting. California ecologist Laura Cunningham became a trained scientific 
illustrator in order to create reimagined pre-contact landscapes: A state of change: Forgotten landscapes 
of California, 2010, Heyday Press. As with my Alaskan retrospectives, Cunningham's beautiful paintings 
of vanished Californian forests, streams and marshlands are based upon what scientists sometime 
call 'best-professional-judgement,'—usually code for "a journal probably wouldn't publish this." The 
Mannahatta visualizations are more automated and debateably less biased, but not necessarily more 
deeply informed. Of the 3 locations—Manhattan, California, and the CBJ—historical authenticity is easiest 
for me here in the CBJ, simply because vastly more of my landscapes have remained unaltered by Euro 
impacts.   

which I'm aware were by the photographer Eadweard Muybridge (best known 
for Animals in Motion) who accompanied General Halleck’s 1868 expedi-
tion—the year  the Alaska purchase. These were cultural scenes, limited 
to Fort Tongass, Wrangell, and Sitka, essentially the only Euro outposts of 
that time. None of the other early post-purchase military expeditions appear 
to have hosted photographers. As for Juneau, the first photos I'm aware of are 
a pair in Jim Geraghty's collection, from 1882. Lloyd Winter, senior partner 
of Winter & Pond, our most prolific resident photographers, didn't arrive in 
Juneau until 1890.

So for 1867, we'll have to rely on imagination, plus detailed study of Áak'w 
and T'aakú Kwáan oral history, understanding of post-glacial rebound and 
shoreline change, plant community succession, and access to a high-res digi-
tal elevation model (cover
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retaken as accurately as possible. My most intensive forays into repeat 
photography were with naturalist Kathy Hocker in 2004 and 2005. Our 
reports are available on the Discovery Southeast website. 3 In the next 
section—Three scenes—an example of repeat photography is given in the 
neighborhood of each of the 1867>2017 oblique pairs.

My assignment from Jane Lindsey and Mike Blackwell was more compli-
cated than simply ferreting out old photopoints and retaking the pictures. I 
mention repeat photography because—along with other historical techniques 
such as overlay series from old maps and vertical orthophotos—it provides 
valuable insights and experience for those trying to reimagine past land-
scapes. I suppose the only advantage of this photo-retouching process over 
traditional repeat photography—because after all we're replacing visual 'proof' 
with mere speculation—is that you aren't tied to existing historical imagery. 
With the help of a good pilot, you can choose exactly those scenes and angles 
that best elucidate our hypotheses about natural and cultural change. 

Obviously, we have no aerial oblique photographs from 1867, in Áak'w 
Aaní, or anywhere. The concept for our retrospective comparison(s) evolved 
through discussion with Jane and Mike. Initially, they proposed one very high 
elevation oblique view—at perhaps 6,000 feet—looking northwestward over 
downtown Juneau in the foreground, with Auke Bay in the distance, thereby 
including in one scene most of the culturally interesting locations. The draw-
back to broad-scale view, of course, is sacrifice of detail. It would also have 
forced me to speculate about Little Ice Age conditions in upland forests and 
alpine habitats across the southeasterly slopes of a 200-square mile landscape. 
I needed to narrow that field of view.   

Because one goal of the 1867>2017 comparison was to show the pre-
contact village at what became "Auke Rec" beach, I had to fly lower and 
closer. The photopoint for my earlier Juneau-Mannahatta 2002 oblique (p 3) 

3  http://www.discoverysoutheast.org/product-category/juneaunature/tools/photography/repeat-photography/ 

was at well under 2,000 feet, taken on descent toward Juneau Airport. At that 
height, beach detail—even using the primitive 3-megapixel digital camera of 
that time—was sufficient for me to believably suggest 2 little 1879 smoke-
houses at the outlet of Dzantik'i Héeni.

Eventually, we decided to try for 3 separate scenes at closer range: 1) 
downtown Juneau; 2) Mendenhall wetlands with glacier in background; and 
3) the old village site in Áak'w Tá, little lake bay (Auke Bay). Creating pre-
flight simulations in Google Earth's tilted view, it seemed the best compro-
mise between detail and scope would be from a flight elevation of 2,500 feet. 

Remaining above 2,500 feet allows for more circling and manuevers, and 
fewer restrictions from the airport control tower. I'd use a Nikon DSLR with 
18-200mm lens (f3.5-5.6), allowing me to zoom in to just the scenes I wanted 
as we slowly floated over the target areas. When you fly much lower than 
that, things happen so fast it takes more planning, coordination with pilot, and 
quicker reflexes than mine to catch the perfect scene. 4

Our next consideration was flight timing. Because intertidal habitats were 
(and still are) so important, ecologically and culturally, a fairly low tide was 
needed. Bright low-angle sunlight creates long, dark shadows behind trees 
and hillsides, hiding ground detail. Preferred sky condition for maximum 
detail is high overcast, or broken, partial cloud cover.

Aside from the 3 aerial obliques for 2017 (pink dots on cover), I needed a 
huge variety of scenes from which to borrow features resembling presumed 
conditions in 1867. I made a list of those features and planned a long north-
westward extension of our flight, well up into Daxanáak, between 2 points 
(Berner's Bay). By keeping to a flight elevation of 2,500 feet, I hoped my 
cloning material would be similar in scale to that of the base image for 1867, 

4  I toggled between 2 separate photo modes: shutter and program, routinely reviewing results on the 
LCD while still in the air. In shutter mode I set my speed to 1/500 second. This usually delivered sharper 
results than the slower speeds that program mode selected. But some of the 1/500 shots were too dark 
for post-processing in Photoshop. 
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as I began to cut-and-paste.5

Whenever possible, I wanted to shoot the prospective cloning scenes facing 
roughly toward the north, for lighting and shadow conditions similar to our 
three chosen scenes (NW for downtown and Auke Bay: NE for Mendenhall 
Valley). I sat behind the pilot on the right side, shooting mostly through a 
camera port to eliminate window-pane reflections. I could also easily lean 
over to shoot (through panes) out the left side. 

We left Juneau Airport on a low tide, on the morning of February 27th, 
2017. Wind was almost completely still under high, uniform cloud cover. My 
first photo was taken at 7:50 AM, and the last at 9:29—our flight lasted 105 
minutes. I shot well over 500 photos but deleted many, ultimately enhancing, 
naming and georeferencing 462 of them. Prior to the flight, I syncronized my 
camera to the nearest second with a Bad Elf bluetooth GPS receiver. Close 
matching of timestamps on photo and track is especially important in aerial 
photography, when mismatch of just a few seconds can result in photopoint 
offset of hundreds of feet. The shapefile of photopoints was created in Robo-
geo. For photographers without access to ArcMap, Robogeo can also export a 
photopoint .kmz for viewing in Google Earth. 

For photo alterations I worked exclusively in Photoshop. For each of the 
3 scenes, the 2017 view also served as base for 1867. Small portions of each 
needed no alteration, mostly in areas of upland old-growth forest. These most 
stable of Southeast's habitats are in reality always undergoing minor change, 
but at the scale of the selected scenes it didn't seem necessary or meaning-
ful to modify them. Even more stable and slow-to-change are peatlands 
and ancient, stunted, forested wetlands. A few examples occur in the Áak'w 
5  For other photographer-historians attempting similar retrospective comparisons, I recommend making 
an exhaustive list of these features, then searching in Google Earth and BING for the best nearby places 
to find them. Reflecting on our February 2017 flight I'd say we captured the majority but not all of the 
potentially useful scenes and habitats. If I'd more systematically broken down every scene, trying to 
foresee all the needed 1867 material before flying, and 'ticked off' that list at several points while still 
airborne, I might have done a little better. 

village oblique, but in the other two scenes, slopes are too steep for peatland 
development. 

In all 3 scenes I began by overlaying a blue line representing extreme high 
water in 1867, transfered to base images as tilt-view layers from ArcScene 
simulations. Because there appears to have been a lag between maximum 
glacial extent around 1770 and the onset of glacial rebound, I'm guessing 
that this 1867 high tide mark had scarcely withdrawn from that of peak Little 
Ice Age. 6 On receipt of the digital elevation model back in 2014, I scanned 
the entire CBJ for evidence of wave carved escarpments, created during that 
marine 'stillstand,' at and probably following the glacial maximum. From 
Daxanáak (Berners) to Sayéik (Douglas), these highest features are consis-
tently at around 32 feet above sea level. 

Since today's highest tides reach 21 feet, that means we've experienced 
about 11 feet of glacial rebound, which was probably just getting started, at 
barely perceptible rates, in 1867. 7  On my cover hillshade, the zone between 
today's highest tide (21 ft) and 1867's (32 ft) is tinted brightest green. 

In Photoshop, I used several methods for transfer of cloning material into 
the 1867 scenes. Hundreds of small habitat patches and transition areas (eg 

6  Larsen et al (2005) concluded that onset of glacial rebound coincided with downvalley glacial maxima at 
around 1770, but they didn't discuss how rates of rebound may have changed between 1770 and today. I 
propose that in those first decades, rebound, if any, may have been negligible, possibly not accelerating to 
rates experienced today until the 1900s. Evidence and reasoning are in footnote 7.   

7   In 1794, several decades after glacial maximum, George Vancouver's survey teams were still seeing 
drowned trees in the upper intertidal, suggesting a lag interval before land began to rise. Spatially, 
rebound rate increases  from ~0.5"/yr to 0.8"/yr moving northwestward through the CBJ. Presumably, the 
temporally changing rate could be plotted as a sine-curve, starting slow, peaking (somewhere around 
now?), then declining. Over the past half century, rates have held fairly constant. If you project our ~132 
inches of total post-LIttle-Ice-Age rebound backward linearly at current rate of 0.6 inches/year, that takes 
you back only to the 1930s. Assuming instead a slowly accelerating rate, delayed onset around 1867 is 
believable. Lastly, no trees cored on raised tidelands, here around Juneau or in Icy Strait/Cross Sound 
appear to have germinated much earlier than the 1820s. Rebound between 1770 and 1867 was therefore 
probably minor. That's why I've drawn our estimated 1867 high tide line at 32 feet above today's "sea 
level" (ie, 0 ft, or MLLW).    
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beaches) were copied and dropped as layers onto the base image. From there, 
they could either be merged (layer collapsed), or elements of each layer more 
selectively transfered with the rubber stamp tool. Individual layers can also 
be warped. For example, a convex shoreline can be rendered concave, while 
remaining fairly realistic looking.

Saltwater icebergs are harder to find today in northern Southeast than they 
were when I arrived in the 1970s. On our February 2017 excursion we'd have 
flown far up Taku Inlet before encountering any—not feasible in conjunction 
with a Daxanáak (Berner's Bay) loop. So I borrowed the 1867 Dzantik'i Héeni 
bergs from a 2004 view of Was'ei Yík inside of swampy creek (Icy Bay) in 
Google Earth, tipped down at angles to replicate the fore- and backgrounds of 
Gastineau Channel. Other cloned bergs came from Shorezone oblique photos 
at Sít' Lutú glacier point (Hubbard Glacier).

In the scene-by-scene descriptions that follow, a great deal of my interpreta-
tion is geologic. This might seem unbalanced in view of the fact that so much 
of each landscape is cloaked in vegetation, with nary a rock in sight. But to 
understand why those communities occur where they do today—and how that 
differed in the past— geomorphology is an essential foundation. The great-
est recent contribution to landform interpretation is Juneau's LiDAR-based 
hillshade, shown on the cover of this report and as enlargements in each scene 
description. Not only does 'bare-earth' give us elevations accurate to the near-
est foot, it also reveals surficial landforms previously hidden under forest 
cover, in far more detail than anyone could map until receipt of the DEM 
(digital elevation model) in 2014. 
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~1902

On the Feb 2017 flight, I accidentally took an almost perfect replica of 
this crop from a 1902 image by WF Peters, head of a USCGS survey 

crew. His of course was ground-based, from the crest of Sayéik, 
spirit helper (Douglas Island). 1) At base of Behrends slide, most of 

those 1902 conifers had probably colonized since 1867. Avalanches 
continued to sweep all the way to tidewater. 2) Kaawa.ée Héenak'u, 

Cowee's little creek (Kowee Creek). 3) Upper limit of clearcut logging. 
4) Outer edge of Dzantik'i Héeni delta. Number is placed at the site of 
Juneau's new Sea Walk, still under construction in the 2017 photo. 5) 
'New' Áak’w Village near today's Willoughby Avenue. 6) Nose of Tele-

phone Hill. 7) Ship docks. 8) Raw deposits of 1901 debris flow.

text continues after 2-page oblique comparison

Three scenes
For each of our 3 1867>2017 oblique scenes, I'll begin with the 
historical photo that sheds most light on conditions near the turn of 
the century. Each is paired with a retake. Although taken several 
decades later than 1867, these images get us partway there, show-
ing higher sea levels, expanded glaciers, and many pre-settlement 
features missing from subsequent photography.

1) Dzantik'i Héeni 
Little flounder creek (downtown Juneau)  Culturally, what was to 
become Alaska's capital in 1906 was not a very significant place in 
1867.  There appears to have been no year-round settlement here, 
as there was in Áak’w Tá, little lake bay (Auke Bay—scene 3, 
following). My precontact visualization makes it easier to under-
stand why Dzantik’i Héeni was an uninviting place in winter. 

Even today, while icebergs no longer pile up on our waterfront, 
the climate in downtown Juneau is often laughably foul compared 
to drier, less windy microclimates in the Valley and northwestward 

2017
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2017

In the pdf version of 
this report, toggle 
between this view 
and the 1867 scene, 
next page using 
left-right keyboard 
arrows, or one click 
on the mouse wheel. 
Moving back and 
forth while holding a 
pencil to each feature 
of interest is the best 
way to study change.

Blue line shows highest reach of tide in 1867. 
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beyond the gale-tunnel of Gastineau Channel. As I explained in Natural 
history of Juneau Trails, (p 36), Juneau is only here because of the low 
grade of ore under Mounts Juneau and Roberts, which took 60 years to 
extract. If we'd followed normal boomtown trajectories on faster-yeilding 
deposits, Juneau would have emptied by 1900. As it turned out, by WWII 
when the mines finally closed, our investments in roads, homes, businesses 
and public facilities were too entrenched to relocate.   

There's been confusion over the name Dzantik’i Héeni because in the mid 
1990s it was given to a middle school in Lemon Creek Valley. But Dzantik’i 
Héeni is actually what Áak’w Kwáan called today's Gold Creek. In one 
translation, the name refers to baby flounders—presumably starry flounders 
(Platichthys stellatus), the species that rears in estuarine sloughs where 
fresh and salt waters mix.1 Jake Cropley, Áak’w Kwáan, told Goldschmidt 
and Hass (1998):

“Gold Creek was called Dzantik’i Héeni, the biggest salmon creek of all, with dog 
salmon, humpies and cohos; and steelhead after the freeze. This place belonged 
to my mother and uncles. Two smokehouses which belonged to my aunts and their 
husbands were still there when gold was discovered in Juneau. 

1  Fred White at Goldbelt Heritage suggests an alternate spelling, Dzanti K'ihéeni. Placing the 
diminuitive K' with the creek rather than the fish would change the meaning to flounder’s little creek, as 
opposed to the current understanding of creek of the little flounders. Either name would make sense, 
ecologically, but this brings up a point about place names, especially in Áak'w and T'aakú Aaní, where in 
most cases the elders who recorded and explained the names are no longer with us. Most of Juneau's 
fluent-speaking elders grew up in smaller villages and don't claim first-hand knowledge of local name 
origins. 

That knowledge gap leaves translation to linguists such as Fred White, Shangukeidí, Yakutat, who 
take the word apart into its components. No matter how skilled the interpreter, this involves second-
guessing. That process stimulates fascinating discussion, and should be a priority while elders and 
culture-bearers and longtime historian/naturalists are still available to participate.   

But in the case of Dzantik'i Héeni/Dzanti K'ihéeni, imagine how expensive and confusing to the 
public it would be just to rename the school, not to mention all the other maps, documents, interpretive 
materials etc. that have accumulated around this name. I point this out not to criticize the incorporation 
of Tlingit place names, which I consider far more meaningful than IWGNs. I only suggest we keep open 
minds, resisting the temptation to "fossilize" the stories and interpretations that accrue to place names.

In my previous "Juneau Mannahatta visualization" (p 3), I painted 2 tiny 
structures alongside one of the braiding distributaries of Dzantik’i Héeni. We 
don't know where exactly the fish camp was, and I haven't placed it in the 1867 
view, simply because of scale. 

Numbered comments (on thumbnail, next page):
1)  Eagle Creek delta  T&M (2012) show no Tlingit name for this creek. 

ADF&G's Anadromous Waters Catalog (AWC) maps rearing coho and Dollies 
here, but lacks information on spawning, past or present. Gradient is steep but 
before the road there were likely spawning pinks, so possibly a fish camp with 
smokehouses here?

2)  Behrends slide  Even today this conducts snow avalanches and minor 
rockfall every winter. The last damage to homes was in 1962, when an aerial 
plume cast snow all the way to Treadwell Ditch at 700 feet elevation across the 
channel. The preceding 1902 view showed conifers developing along the beach 

1899
Panorama stitched from 2 Harriman-Expedition photos of Dzantik’i Héeni delta. 
Large stumps on right indicate tall spruces grew on the fan in 1867 (#4, below). 

GK Gilbert, Harriman Expedition.  libraryphoto.cr.usgs.gov photo# ggk00472
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before construction of Glacier Highway. For 1867 I pasted in a few saplings, just getting 
started, having barely escaped the slab avalanche that shot a cemented snow pile out onto 
the beach, to be slowly eaten back by waves over the coming summer. 

3)  Dzantik’i Héeni delta  Broad, fanning mudflats show well on the preceding 1902 
and 1899 photos. These flats—subsequently raised above extreme high water by glacial 
rebound—now underlie the Federal Building and Harris Harbor waterfront.

4)  Alluvial fan  This low-gradient fan supported large spruces, as indicated by early 
post-logging photos with stumps still showing. Judging from my measurements of excep-
tional one-acre stands on alluvial substrates throughout Southeast, some trees here probably 
exceeded 200 feet. From what we know of Dzantik’i Héeni (Gold Creek) hydrology, flood-
ing history, and avalanche regime in the upper basin (Carstensen, 2013, p 24, 25, 52, 54, 56, 
57, 66), it's likely this fan-delta 2 was extremely volatile, with channels plugging and shift-
ing on a decadal or even annual basis. Such frequently 'revised' surfaces often grow cotton-
woods as well as spruce. This shows better in my earlier Juneau-Mannahatta visualization 
(p 3 of this report; discussion on p 66 of Carstensen, 2013). In the 1867 reconstruction, I 
haven't attempted to show cottonwoods, as this view is more distant. 

5)  Future 'New Áak’w Village'  Although the Dzantik’i Héeni fish camp was probably 
somewhere at forest edge along the curving fan-delta (contact of #s 3 & 4), that beach was 
too gently shoaling for canoe access at all tides. Just to the southeast, at the base of  'Gover-
nor's Mansion bench,' was a more suitable yakwdeiyí, canoe ramp. I included many histori-
cal photos of New Áak'w Village in Gold Creek delta historical series (Carstensen, 2013b), 
created for CBJ as part of scoping for the Sea Walk. 3 In item #7, below, note that the village 
at future Willoughby Avenue was not the first place Áak'w Kwáan settled in 1880-81.

2  Alluvial fans are formed on land, where high-gradient streams are released from confinement onto low-gradient shelves 
or plains. Deltas are very similar but form under water. On uplifting shorelines, deltas are raised above extreme high water 
and ultimately support large-tree forests. Ancient raised deltas hundreds of feet high from early Holocene times underlie 
downtown Douglas, Juneau, and the gravel quarries (mostly removed) of Lemon Creek. The 1867 Dzantik’i Héeni fan-delta 
graded from alluvial fan at the top to raised delta at the bottom. And of course the active delta is still building outward into the 
intertidal and subtidal zones.  An illustration comparing fans and deltas is on page 18 of Carstensen & Connor (2013). 

3  http://www.discoverysoutheast.org/product/gold-creek-delta-historical-series/ The Sea Walk—a waterfront pedestrian 
trail—is still under construction at the time of this writing.

6)  Telephone Hill   Surrounded by raised marine sediments, 
this is the only extensive bedrock exposure in town. Telephone 
Hill is a NW-SE-striking, well-foliated greenschist outcrop, 
dipping 60o to 75o NE. Compared to more productive alluvium 
on the west, and ancient delta on the east, thin till on bedrock 
probably grew only scrubby to medium-sized trees. In recon-
structing the forest of 1867, I 'borrowed' upland hemlocks, to 
contrast with taller, darker spruces at sites #4 and #8.

A surficial geology map of downtown Juneau is on page 57 
of Carstensen (2013), juxtaposed against a map of "historic 
neighborhoods." Correspondence is striking, and illustrates 
how important geologic substrate can be for patterns of human 
settlement.

7)  First "Juneau Harbor"  During a teacher's workshop for 
Sealaska Heritage Institute (SHI), I learned that the first Áak’w 
Kwáan settlement at the new gold town was not on future 
Willoughby Avenue, but here in the slight nook just inside the 

1867
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nose of Telephone Hill where the Sealaska building stands today. This excerpt from an 1881 survey—
earliest map of Juneau I've seen—has been clipped from a larger map extending both east and west; 
this is the only portion I currently have in my collection. SHI historians informed me that after a year 
or so, miners who constructed the wharf on the 1881 survey asked folks in the Áak’w encampment to 
move over to the beach at site #5, described above. That was probably not a hard sell because the beach 
at site #5 was superior for canoes. Site #7, in contrast, was more steeply shoaling, better for bringing 
larger ships close to shore.

8)  Seward Street delta  What miners named Chicken Ridge—today's 7th-Street neighborhood 
rimming Evergreen Bowl—is the gouged-out top of an ancient delta, formed by deposits of Dzantik’i 
Héeni when sea level was 200 feet higher than today's. Dropping southeast to 6th Street at the 160-ft 
contour, you're moving down ancient foreset beds formed at subtidal levels where deposits were swept 
over a precipitous edge. Continuing southeast on Seward Street, gradient mellows; this 'bikeable' 
portion of the delta was reworked over millennia as land rose and relative sea level receded. 

9)  Evergreen Bowl  Gustavus naturalist Greg Streveler first pointed out to me that a massive boul-
der deposit brackets Dzantik’i Héeni, immediately north of Evergreen Bowl. Our current hypothesis is 
that this fairly recent debris flow briefly blocked the creek, which detoured into its own earlier deposits, 
scouring out the ampitheater in what became Cope Park. Juneau's outstanding surficial geology map 
(Miller, 1975b; excerpt follows) shows a date on this debris flow of 1910. That, however, gave only a 
minimum age from tree coring, because in the author's earlier open-file report (Miller, 1972), he offered 
these clues:

"The debris flow in Evergreen Bowl apparently occurred before Juneau was settled . . . based on presence of 
mature trees interspersed with decaying logs on the deposit. The flow seems derived from material brought 
down from Mount Juneau as part of the rockslide avalanche [#11, described below, ~0.4 miles upstream]. . . 
The deposit [resulted from] breakthrough of the avalanche dam and rapid drainage of the lake 4 behind the dam 
causing a debris flow."

RD Miller didn't expound upon whatever erosional forces hollowed out this remarkable ampitheater.5 

4  The vanished lake was first described by Spencer (1906) and is shown on my trailhead signs in Last Chance Basin.  

5  At least I can't find anything in RD's published or open-file reports. It would be surprising, however, if so astute and curious a geologist 
didn't investigate this striking anomaly. His profile drawing through Cope Park shows it floored with "mf" manmade fill, probably trucked in for 
park facilities by the time of his work in the 1970s. 

Survey of the township 
in its first year by crew 

of USS Wachussett. See 
note #7.

Jim Geraghty has photographs of the Boston Mine 
in this bowl—one of the earliest places to experience 
mining disturbance. Lacking information on pre-1880 
vegetation cover, but suspecting it was a pretty raw 
and early-seral environment, I've inserted the brown-
tinted crowns of a leaf-off deciduous forest here. Red 
alder? Cottonwood? These trees, along with shorter 
willows, abounded along riparian fringes of Dzantik’i 
Héeni, all the way up into It'ji Shaanáx, sparkling 
valley (Perseverance Valley)

10)  Mount Maria  This bedrock knob at the outlet 
of Last Chance Basin was overswept by an astonish-
ing rock avalanche. Again, from Miller (1972):
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"The rockslide-avalanche started on the side of Mount Juneau, where a large scar 
can be seen [site #11, following], crossed Gold Creek valley, and rose more than 
180 ft on the opposite slope where the deposit now partly covers a bedrock ridge 
connecting Mounts Maria and Roberts. Spencer (1903) recognized this large deposit 
as an ancient slide that dammed Gold Creek. High on the bedrock ridge large 
scattered blocks form a deposit about 300 feet wide, [whose] pieces bounded up 
the slope as a result of energy provided from falling. An abrupt margin frames the 
deposit. The leading edge of the avalanche projected off the Maria-Roberts ridge 
and continued down to the site of Juneau."

Miller cored trees on this avalanche deposit and got maximum ages around 
1910, as on the Evergreen Bowl debris flow (red dots, next page) But the 
whole ridge was logged around that time.6 Discounting that evidence from 
living tree ages, Miller resorted to clues from condition of long dead trees:

"Some of the older tree trunks are in advanced stages of decay. Assuming at least 
150 or 200 years are required in the Juneau area for decay, a very rough estimate 

6  The smooth-textured canopy of this post-logging forest on Mt Maria shows especially well in the right 
distance of my 2002 Juneau-Mannahatta visualization on page 3. 

Bare earth model from LiDAR-generated DEM (digital elevation model) with10-
foot contours (hillshade elevations accurate to nearest foot). The model identi-
fies and removes buildings, bridges, etc, so level building pads are outlined. 

Many of the features (white numbers) in my 1867 oblique view are shown 
and more intuitively explained by their context on this hillshade. For example, 
it's easy to make out the lobed debris flow that swept down Dzantik’i Héeni from 
the lake-dam above (discussed below, #11)plugging the channel with boulders. 
Did this elbow the stream into a southward arc that carved Evergreen Bowl (#9) 
from the soft deltaic deposits of an earlier, higher stage in its history? 

'Governor's Mansion bench' at the 90-foot contour is all that remains of a 
lower-level delta, probably representing another marine 'still-stand' after sea 
level dropped from the 200-foot Chicken-Ridge release-point. Continued inci-
sion into Dzantik’i Héeni's early Holocene deltaic deposits finally brings us 
down to the Little Ice Age fan-delta where tall spruces grew in 1867 (#4). 

for the rockslide-avalanche is about 200-250 years."
These clues are indeed rough, but I had to go with some scenario for the 

age and size of the 1867 (pre-logging) forest on Mount Maria. In the 1970s, 
Miller found a few stumps (and down logs) still present from that earlier forest. 
He probably overestimated how long conifer wood took to decay—faster in 
Southeast than in better-studied rainforests to the south. But even if we only 
give it 100 years, we still have to add the time it took those trees to grow on the 
bouldery deposit. I decided to place a gappy, medium-sized upland old-growth 
spruce forest on 1867 Mount Maria.

11)  Colluvial apron 7  This has formed below Miller's "large scar" on the 

7  Colluvium is material moved downslope by gravity—in contrast with alluvium, moved by water. On the RD 
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side of Shaa Tlaax, moldy top (Mount Juneau). 
I've circled that scar in red on the preceding 
1902>2017 repeat-photo pair. At its foot is the 
apex of what is still the most active of dozens 
of colluvial fans arrayed above Last Chance 
Basin, which have merged into a continuous 
colluvial apron. While most of the broader 
apron is clothed in Sitka alder, much of the 
fan below Miller's large scar is swept so 
frequently that even that avalanche-adapted 
supershrub cannot hang on, leaving the slopes 
to herbaceous species—ferns, grasses, umbel 
species—that die back to roots in winter. In 
spring, this is where Juneauites walking up 
Basin Road stop to watch grazing black bears. 

Miller's great rock avalanche—if we can 
place even an approximate date on it—would 
shed light on how long it takes for colluvial 
cones to re-establish. Could the massive 'bear-
meadow cone' have been rebuilt below that 
scar in only a few centuries? 

12)  Large-tree slope  Like alluvium, collu-
vium supports very tall spruce. 8 The LiDAR 

Miller map, colluvium is coded pink. These constantly slumping 
deposits are merely the least active of a 'family' of mass-
wasting landforms on this same map that include debris flows 
(df), landslide (ls), and rock avalanche (ra). 

8  New tools for old naturalists—a narrated slideshow first 
presented for USFS as a fireside talk—explains use of LiDAR 
for finding tall trees. (https://vimeo.com/143321329)  An 
unexpected finding from examination of individual tree crowns, 

point cloud shows widely dispersed spruces more than 180 feet tall growing at the 1,000-foot level on this 
ridge today. Before the slope was logged for AJ Mine, even taller trees would have grown closer to sea level. 
I cloned the 1867 forest from our pass over an unlogged area upslope, close to the upper tram landing.    

13)  Ice bergs  As explained and mapped in the preceding Historical context, bergs from Taku Glacier 
packed into Gastineau Channel. There's no date on the photo above, but WH Case took others in the Juneau 
area (including the famous view of Aanchgaltsóow, following in discussion for our third reconstruction) in 
1888. Normally only about a tenth of a floating iceberg appears above the water line. These appear to be 
grounded on the mudflats off point #5, so it's hard to estimate their full size.

color-coded by height, was that Juneau's tallest trees are on steep lee slopes, not on the alluvial bottoms where I focused searches during the 
Landmark Trees Project, 1996-2005. Examples of the point cloud in map and profile view follow in discussion of the Aanchgaltsóow site.

Above: Grounded bergs off Áak’w 
Village  ● Right: Miller's surficial geol-
ogy map (1975b). Think what he could 

have done with access to the city's 
2013 LiDAR hillshade! 
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2) Áak'w Táak
Inland from little lake (Mendenhall Valley) Of our 3 CBJ retrospec-
tives, this landscape is by far the most dynamic. Until the work of Minne-
sota plant ecologist Donald Lawrence in the early 1950s, even experi-
enced foresters working in Áak'w Táak assumed the glacier had advanced 
all the way to tidewater just before contact times. 

My 1867 reconstruction should help explain that error; the valley floor 
was raw indeed in the depths of the Little Ice Age. Not until seeing the 
clear moraine patterns on the Navy's 1948 air photos did it become clear 
to Professor Lawrence that the glacier stopped just south of Back Loop 
Road. Between there and saltwater, scarcely an old tree can be found. 
The culprit was not ice but water; braiding outwash channels and passive 
backwaters at one time or another flooded every square foot of the valley 
from glacier to sea. My green lines on the following 2017 oblique, 
connecting expanded glacier (pink) to highest 1867 tides (blue), frame 
that portion of the valley floodplain wiped clean by rivers. 

Áak'w Táak (Mendenhall Valley) has long served as a classroom for 
students of plant succession such as Lawrence, and for glaciologists 

1894

2005

Repeat photography pair looking south from Mount McGinnis. Above: 
Original, in 1894, was by Canadian surveyor William Ogilvie—a photo Jim 

Geraghty alerted us to. Newly-created Mendenhall River had only just 
broken through the terminal and recessional moraines. Earlier outwash had 
flowed down channels now occupied by Duck and Jordan Creeks. Pink and 
blue lines show approximate positions for the glacier and extreme high tide 

in 1867, about 3 decades earlier. In that interval the glacier shrank drasti-
cally while coastal rebound was more subdued, marked by tree advance 

beyond the blue line into 'uplift parkland.' ●  Below: Repeat in 2005 by 
Terry Schwartz—at that time a naturalist with Discovery Southeast.  

text continues after 2-page oblique comparison
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2017

1867 overlays:
Pink: glacial extent

Green: raw floodplain
Blue: highest tide
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1867
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studying ice movement and landforms. The visitor center is the Forest 
Service's most popular facility in Southeast, hosting more than 2 million tour-
ists annually—around 4 times higher than visits to the more famous but less 
accessible Glacier Bay National Park.  

Numbered comments:
1)  Áak'w, little lake (Auke Lake) Switching back and forth between 2017 

and 1867 1 you'll see that I found little reason to indicate change in or around 
this ancient, bedrock-controlled lake. In 1883 a ferocious gale leveled many 
forests around the lake (Carstensen, 2013, p 19). With eyes attuned to textural 
differences, the resulting smooth-canopied, even-aged 'wind forests' can be 
distinguished today from rougher appearing old growth on any high-res air 
photo 2. At the scale of this oblique, however, old growth versus mature wind 
forest is so subtle that modifying forest appearance wasn't warranted. 

If I'd been asked to show the late 1880s instead of 1867, then on much 
of Hill 560—that low bump in front of Áak'w, 3 I'd have needed to paste-in 
hundreds of acres of fresh blowdown, with jackstrawed logs and only scat-
tered surviving trees. For 1867, though, we can assume the pre-blowdown 
forest was mostly old growth.

2)  Kaxdigoowu Héen, going back clear water (Montana Creek)  In 
Why do we live here?—a course manual for Goldbelt Heritage Foundation 
(Carstensen, 2015—available from GHF)—I began with a winter field trip 
report from Kaxdigoowu Héen that includes the story of a L'eeneidí shaman's 
fish camp, probably marked by the cabin symbol on the Geological Survey's 

1  Left-right keyboard arrows in Acrobat, or one click on the mouse wheel) 

2  This difference is annotated on the center panel of my Auke Lake trailhead interpretive signs. More on 
the 1883 blowdown history follows in discussion of Aanchgaltsóow. 

3 Marie Olson, Wooshkeetaan, points out that since "lake" is embedded in the word Áak'w, using 
its anglicized derivative "Auke" in conjunction with "Lake" is redundant. You're saying "Auke Lake 
Lake." 

1867
1910 map (Knopf, 1911). You can download my 22-page map series for this 
watershed from Discovery's website.4 

Although Kaxdigoowu Héen is a culturally significant stream, for many 
centuries there's probably never been a large settlement here. The shaman's 
cabin and smokehouses were accessible on high tides but inconvenient for 
canoes or any other kind of watercraft when the tide was out. But these are 
exceptionally productive salmon streams and were apparently fished for 
smaller species as well. In 1989, biologist Paul Kissner found a fine-mesh 
fish trap embedded in anaerobic muds, close to the current confluence of 
Kaxdigoowu Héen with Wushi l’ux’u Héen, milky water (Mendenhall River). 
5 Radiocarbon dating yeilded an age of approximately 600 years. The trap is 

4  http://www.discoverysoutheast.org/wp-content/uploads/2016/02/kax2.pdf

5  Thanks to Marie Olson and Cecilia Kunz (deceased) for this name. Thornton & Martin (2012) give no 
name for Mendenhall River, nor for many of the other local features saddled with the name of Thomas 
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displayed at the Juneau Douglas City Museum. You can download their description 
from the city website. 6 

Corwin Mendenhall. It's not too surprising that Tlingit place names are sparse in the Valley, because many 
features—the lake, for example—didn't even exist until well into the period of Euro settlement. Some background is 
in my essay at http://www.discoverysoutheast.org/product/naming-our-home/ 

6 http://www.juneau.org/parkrec/museum/images/20121126045303.pdf

1770 2017

I placed a pink asterisk on both 2017 and 1867 images to show 
roughly where that basket-trap was found. The fine mud that preserved 
it was only part of a layer-cake of cross-bedded alluvium, including 
large, coarse gravel indicating a dynamic, advancing bar. Neither of 
our oblique views—today's or 150 years ago—tells much about the 
site's context when the basket was actively fishing, prior to the peak 
of the Little Ice Age. To gain a deeper appreciation for the dynamism 
of Áak'w Táak in general, and Kaxdigoowu Héen in particular, check 
out this 3-part map series. At maximum glacial expansion—possi-
bly for only a few decades—outwash from the western edge of the 
glacial terminus coursed through today's Community Gardens area and 
connected with Kaxdigoowu Héen. Because glacial advance tends to 
erase most clues of prior landforms and habitats, nobody has hazarded 
where the ice front and high tide line were situated 600 years ago.

According to tree cores taken by my mentor Donald Lawrence in the 
1950s, glacial recession in the first century after peak Little Ice Age 
was extremely slow (Lawrence, 1958).  By 1867 (center panel), ice 
had only backed off about a third of a mile. That was probably enough 
to funnel west-side outwash cross-valley behind the terminal moraine, 
disconnecting it from Kaxdigoowu Héen. But it may have been some 
time before it ran clear again—which suggests the name—going back 
clear water—may be relatively recent. 7

3)  Lateral moraines  As a glacier receeds, it also wastes down-
ward. By 1867, a century of surface-lowering had exposed not only the 
terminal and some tightly spaced recessional moraines, but also lateral 

7 Marie Olson says Cecilia Kunz translated the name as "a real clear water." Fred White 
suggests an additional meaning of water eddying back upstream. Both of these meanings are 
intuitively satisfying to anyone standing at today's confluence of Kaxdigoowu Héen with the 
"milkier" Wushi l’ux’u Héen, where contrast in water clarity is striking. Remember, however, that 
when the name was first used, "Mendenhall River" may not yet have been born.

1867
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moraines, up on the valley walls. I had to paint, rather than clone these, for 
reasons explained in footnote 8. 

4)  Áak'w Kwáan Sít'i, Áak'w peoples' glacier (Mendenhall Glacier)  
This name is a departure from T&M (2012), where the Mendenhall is only 
labeled with generic Sít', for glacier. Surely the most dominant (not to 
mention revenue-generating) landscape feature of the CBJ deserves more 
specificity. My nomination—emulating T&M's Tlingit name for Taku peoples' 
glacier—is explained in the sidebar on page 5. 

At the peak of the Little Ice Age, many glaciers draining Juneau Icefield 
spilled out of their valleys onto broad, raised-marine platforms. The result 
was what glaciologists call expanded-toe glaciers. Unfortunately for the 
purposes of reconstruction, shrinkage has rendered such conformation rare 
today. Our looping flight between Dzantik'i Héeni and Daxanáak (Gold Creek 
& Berner's Bay) crossed no glacial termini resembling the bulging lobe of 
Áak'w Kwáan Sít'i in 1867.

Only 2 of the dozens of glaciers draining Juneau Icefield have expanded-
toes today. Technically they're a single glacier—T'aakú Kwáan Sít'i, Taku 
people's glacier (Taku Glacier) and its distributary called Hole-in-the-Wall. 
I've photographed these lobed icefronts on previous flights, albeit in summer. 
Because they drain about 80% of the entire icefield, T'aakú Kwáan Sít'i and 
its upriver neighbor, Hole-in-the-Wall still maintain swollen termini. Because 
the latter is closer in size to Áak'w Kwáan Sít'i of 1867. I used Hole-in-the-
Wall for cloning.8

For several reasons, crevassing on the surface of my transplanted 1867 
glacier may be more vigorous and severe than that of the actual Áak'w Kwáan 
Sít'i in 1867. First, this is a summer shot. In mid-winter, more of this ice front 

8  Recent surface measurements by JIRP (Juneau Icefield Research Project) show radical downwasting 
of both T'aakú Kwáan Sít'i and the Llewellyn—its back-to-back Canadian twin—even while the T'aakú and 
Hole-in-the-Wall termini hold fairly steady. So don't be too surprised if our only remaining "healthy" glaciers 
suddenly wither back into the mountains.

should have been snow-covered, muting crevasse features. 9 Secondly—and 
I'm less sure of this factor—the surfaces of receding glaciers often 'deflate,' 
resembling poured taffy more than the torturously fissured rind of Hole-in-
the-Wall. Countering that tendency, expanded-toe glaciers, whether advanc-
ing or receding, do tend to form longitudinal crevasses as they're released 
from the confining pressure of valley walls. So my glacial surface may not be 
completely outside the realm of possibility. 

Here's one more factor relating to surface texture. Most of the recessional 
moraines dated by Professor Lawrence were formed by brief pauses of 
the generally receding terminus; more till was therefore delivered to those 
concentric ridges. However, Don did find evidence for 'push moraines' among 
those recessionals, indicating a minor re-advance of the snout. During such a 
forward surge, crevassing would presumably increase.

Anyway, take this glacier with a grain of salt. Its shape is pretty accurate 
for 1867. But its texture? We just don't know. 

5)  Mountain glaciers and snowfields  If you toggle back and forth 
between 2017 and 1867 you'll notice that 150 years ago, forest limit in my 
retrospective was a little lower. Also, many of the isolated conifers and small 
rock outcroppings present today were buried under a much deeper snowpack. 
At the 'shark fin' on Mount Wrather, for example, I decided to thicken the 
snowfield to about halfway up this nunatak.

In avalanche chutes farther down the mountains, I removed much of the 
Sitka alder, assuming that thicker snow in the loading zone caused more 
frequent avalanches, converting these to herbaceous strips.

6)  "Nugget Lake"  As mapped and explained on page 5, Juneau historian 
Jim Geraghty has investigated a 'ghost lake' in Nugget Valley that probably 

9  The summer-winter problem also applies to my not-very-convincing lateral moraines. Obviously these 
barren-ground landforms would have been almost pure white in February 1867, but I have no winter 
aerials of lateral moraines to clone from. So I painted them in by hand. Oh well! I guess this whole project 
demands a little suspension of disbelief. 
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behaved much like today's volatile ice-margin lake in Suicide Valley.  Almost every year, 
Suicide Lake empties catastrophically in an outburst flood ("jökulhlaup" in Icelandic). I've 
drawn this lake into Nugget Valley in the 1867 oblique. But can we be sure it was still form-
ing when the glacier had downwasted for a century from its maximum height?

Although the new CBJ LiDAR coverage is clipped short of Nugget Valley, we do have 
other cartographic resources in this area. An earlier LiDAR project in 2001 delivered 
fairly accurate 10-foot contours, which I've overlaid upon a terrain model generated from 
IfSAR—a cheaper survey tool than LiDAR that's given us serviceable 5-meter DEMS (digi-
tal elevation models) for the entire Tongass.   

According to these contours, the bottom of Nugget Valley is at about 620 feet. During 
a staff training hike with the Visitor Center naturalists on East Glacier trail in 2003, I 

terrain model 
from IfSAR

measured the contact of post-glacial young growth with ungla-
ciated old growth (the 'trimline') at 740 feet. Projecting that 
contour back into the valley, we get this mile-long lake, about 
100 feet deep. Given slow recession rates at the terminus 
between 1770 and 1867, I doubt the surface (and consequently 
the lake height) had downwasted more than 100 feet in the 
area above today's Nugget Falls. But lake volume would have 
decreased, possibly reducing pressure at the outlet and 'turning 
off' the subglacial outburst floods.

7)  Terminal moraine  Foreshortening shrinks the apparent 
size of the 700-yard-wide band of raw glacial till, snow-covered 
in this winter view. Those who have hiked to today's ice caves, 
or in upper Glacier Bay, can easily visualize the sparse coloni-
zation of willow, fireweed and alder, becoming more barren as 
we approach the terminus. The preceding 1894 Ogilvie photo 
from the summit of McGinnis shows what raw (often ice-cored) 
morainal surfaces looked like. By 1894, recession had acceler-
ated, and the band was much wider.

8)  Early seral floodplain  Between ice front and intertidal, 
Áak'w Táak was a pretty raw place—more like the active parts 
of today's Chilkat River floodplain than the spruce forests of 
Áak'w Táak in 2017. My cloning material comes from several 
of the rivers entering Daxanáak (Berner's Bay). Winter snow 
depths in Áak'w Táak were probably much deeper than what I 
photographed on Lace River in February 2017. Cottonwoods 
would have stood tallest, and Sitka alder far outnumbered reds, 
partly because it's better at laying over in youth under 5 to 10 
feet of snow, then springing back up when it melts. 

9)  Young spruce woodland  Placement of these conifer-
ous woodlands comes from 'dialing back' and thinning their 
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appearance in Ogilvie's 1894 photo. In the 27 years since my 1867 scene, dispersed woodland merged 
into Ogilvie's mostly-closed forest, and younger spruces were advancing beyond the blue line, onto 
raised meadow that was still tidal in my imaginary 1867 oblique.

10)  Outburst channel  The Ogilvie photo also gives useful perspective on a converging 'wishbone' of 
wide outwash channels running along the base of Thunder Mountain. This would have been the conduit 
for Nugget Lake jökulhlaups. Recall from the Historical context section (p 5) that in August 1794, Joseph 
Whidbey was turned back by icebergs when trying to close a traverse around Sayéik (Douglas Island). 
Could those bergs have been flushed into the estuary by a Nugget Lake release? 

11)  "Duck & Jordan Rivers"  On the 1894 Ogilvie photo, I've labelled channels for what we know 
today as Duck and Jordan Creeks. These are both 'underfit' streams, trickling down channels obviously 
created at a time of much more powerful flow.  By 1894, the newly created Wushi l’ux’u Héen, milky 
water (Mendenhall River) collected flow from both sides of the terminus, sweeping everything through 
a breach down the center of the terminal and recessional moraines. Duck and Jordan Creeks then flowed 
clear, like Montana. But in 1867 these were still the primary outwash channels for Áak'w Kwáan Sít'i.

12)  Tide flats  This fanning estuary at low tide in Daxanáak, between two points (Berner's Bay). 
Flats at comparable tidal elevation in the Wetlands Refuge have now migrated 1.5 miles southwest into 
Fritz Cove, due to a combination of glacial rebound and accretion of sediment from 150 years of glacial 
outwash delivery.

For fish, wildlife, and waterfowl, a critical component of any Southeast salt marsh is the band of Lyng-
bye sedge. For the Southeast Alaska Land Trust in 2004, I created this historical series from air photog-
raphy and ground truthing, showing 40 years of decline in sedge distribution, coded orange. 10  In a scene 
like the February 1867 visualization, sedge would be laid over and pretty hard to detect. Judging soley 
from spatial extent of its preferred zone (~15 to 17 feet above MLLW), sedge cover would probably have 
been even less in 1867 than today (shrunken considerably since 2003). On top of that, heavier sedimenta-
tion from glacial outwash may have suppressed even this silt-tolerant species. My guess is that in 1867, 
many estuaries throughout northern Southeast offered pretty lean pickings for the guild of critters keyed 
to Lyngbye sedge.

10  http://www.discoverysoutheast.org/product/glacial-rebound-in-the-mendenhall-wetlands/ 

2003

1979

1962
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3) Aanchgaltsóow 1

Nexus town (old Auke village)  At time of the Alaska Purchase, 
this was the Kwáan's core settlement in Áak'w Tá, little lake bay 
(Auke Bay) I distinguish it as the "old" village because today, "Auke 
Village" usually refers to the newer settlement near ANB Hall 

1  Published translations for this name differ from mine. Swanton (1904) has "town they 
abandoned." Thornton & Martin eds (2012) have "town that moved."  In almost all of 
my Southeast Alaskan writing and cartography I defer to T&M 2012, but in this case, a 
strong consensus from local knowledge indicates the literature is in error. Marie Olson 
(Wooshkeetaan), David Katzeek (Shangukeidí) and Richard Dauenhauer (linguist, deceased) 
all, without mutual consultation, gave meanings suggesting a central village from which 
people came and went, to more seasonal resource camps. This is a crucial distinction 
from translations implying a one-time movement away from a no-longer used (or claimed!) 
settlement. David's encapsulation—"nexus town"—is the most concise expression. Since it 
agrees closely with Marie's (remembered from work with Cecilia Kunz) and Richard's (from 
analysis of word components), I've gone with nexus town.  

Aanchgaltsóow, nexus town, the principal winter village at today’s 
Auke Rec. Above: Surprisingly this is the only known image of the 
most important of Áak’w Kwáan cultural sites. Considering that Juneau 
had a famous resident photographer within 2 years of this picture 
(Lloyd Winter arrived in 1890), why aren't there more views? My guess 
is that within a year, disassembly—already in progress in 1888—was 
complete. I contend that many traditional winter villages rotated—
moving every few decades to let resources such as firewood recover 
(Carstensen, 2015: Appendix 1: The village cycle). In part for that 
reason, durable cedar clanhouse planks and beams were designed 
to be easily taken down and reassembled elsewhere. However, most 
villages after 1890—including the new Áak’w Village downtown—were 
constructed of milled lumber. What became of these timbers?  ●  
Below: My retake 122 years later was too far to the right and should 
be repeated. Spruces have grown up to obscure background ridge. 
Discussion of blowdown and succession follows under item 5, below.  

text continues after 2-page oblique comparison
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2017 Blue line shows highest reach of tide in 1867. 
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1867

downtown, to which most of Áak'w Kwáan relocated within a few years of 
the "discovery" of gold in 1882. It should be noted, however, that according 
to Phillip Joseph's migration story, Aanchgaltsóow was created after an inter-
rim village at Fairhaven (Indian Cove), and prior to that, the kwáan's original 
village at Tsaa T’ei Héen. All of these village movements, and the origin of 
Áak'w Kwáan itself, date back to a clan fracturing in Shtax'héen (Stikine) 
country, probably near the Little Ice Age glacial maximum. 2

Of my 3 1867>2017 paired obliques, recreating the long-ago scene from 
today's Auke Rec beach was least demanding. Relatively little logging, 
2  Joseph (1967). My hypothesis for this relatively recent arrival of Áak'w Kwáan is based on multiple lines 
of evidence, interfacing oral and written accounts with glacial history, too complex to recount here. For a 
detailed presentation, see firstencounters.exe. (Carstensen, 2010)

construction and road-building has occurred, shoreline is fairly straightfor-
ward, and the forest is largely stable old growth that required no revision. The 
following items, corresponding to numbers above, deal with exceptions where 
change has taken place.

 
Numbered comments:

1)  Pre-forest  Surely Point Louisa has a Tlingit name, but none is mapped 
in T&M (2012) or recorded in the Olson/Kunz collection. Today, a half-acre 
stand of storm-battered spruces grows on the rocky point. Only a few at the 
north end of this grove exceed 50 feet in height. On the Navy's 1948 photog-
raphy the patch covered only one tenth acre, so trees outside that initial stand 

Left:  A few early photos at the village site exist, but none show as much 
context as the 1888 view by Case & Draper. These were probably taken close 
to the old clan houses, but the poles don't match those in the earlier photo.  
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are less than 70 years old. Our LiDAR-generated contours indi-
cate nothing on the point extends above the 32-foot maximum 
reach of Little Ice Age High tides. So this natural lookout point 
had no trees in the time of Aanchgaltsóow. Tides rendered it 
unsuitable as a fort site.

2)  Tombolo spit  A tombolo is a peninsula that becomes 
an island at high tide. This spit was submerged almost daily in 
1867. Even today it's so barely supratidal that storm waves can 
still spray over on an extremely high tide. 

3)  Gardens  My placement of gardens and clan houses 
(item #4) is purposefully impressionistic and imprecise, partly 
for reasons of confidentiality. Juneau Ranger District archeolo-
gists have archival maps of graves (1925) and gardens (1932) 
at what became the Federally managed campground and picnic 
area. Long after clanhouses were taken down and Áak'w 
Kwáan's village was relocated to Dzantik’i Héeni, gardens 
continued to be maintained on the culturally enriched middens 
of this south-facing bench. 

In pre-contact times, to the best of our current knowledge, 
the only non-native cultivar in Lingít Aaní was tobacco.3 Soon, 
introduced root crops became popular. 4 Exploring the garden 

3  Tlingit tobacco, Nicotiana quadrivalis was most closely related to a species grown 
in the dry southwestern ecoregions, which probably was traded up the Pacific Coast 
before the first Euro explorations. Tobacco plots were the only gardens recognised 
by earliest visitors such as Whidbey. However, many native species were cultivated, 
(fertilized, weeded, transplanted, etc) in ways that even trained ethnologists were 
not prepared to notice or document. For one thing, unlike root crops, they weren't 
arranged in discrete, tilled patches This belated acknowledgement is the subject of a 
fascinating compilation, edited by Deur & Turner (2006). The chapter on SE Alaska is 
by Madonna Moss.  

4  Genetic studies by Elizabeth Kunibe point to direct importation of potatoes from 
Chile or Mexico, rather than Russia, as believed until recently. Zhang, Kunibe, 

terraces today, few of the species present except raspberry are obvious imports. However, the 
majority of shrubs and herbs that have 'captured' 5 the site have known edible or medicinal 
values. Most interesting in my opinion is t’óok, nettle. I've written extensively elsewhere 

Dauenhauers et al (2010)  concluded that northward dispersal by Spanish ships from San Blas (which in turn got its potatoes 
from Chile) was the likeliest vector: " the time required for travel from Chile to Southeast Alaska argues against [tribe-to-tribe 
transmission], " As for the onset of potato horticulture, Southeast historian Patricia Roppel suggested "The Tlingits began to 
cultivate potatoes in the mid-1820s, apparently later than the Tsimshians and Haidas. A Russian navigator reported from Sitka 
in 1827 that 'the cultivation of potatoes and other vegetables, already widespread among tribes who live farther south, is now 
beginning to become popular here.'" (Roppel, 2013)

5  Many archeologists working in Lingít Aaní have noted a phenomenon I call "meadow capture," of which Aanchgaltsóow is a 
textbook example. Soils enriched by decades or centuries of human habitation, when left fallow, generally erupt with herbs and 
shrubs that were already present on site and awaiting release. Winged seeds of conifers and alder need exposed mineral soil to 
germinate. A thick meadow turf can "capture" the site indefinitely. Otherwise, conifers would long since have overgrown this site, 
as they have to the east and west of the village bench. 

In our LiDAR-derived 'normal-
ized vegetation' layer, we can 
group tree crowns into height 
classes. Many spruces in the 
1883 wind forest now exceed 
100 feet, but only a few top 
out above 130 feet.
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about nettle in Lingít Aaní (Carstensen, 2013, 2015, 2015b), 
so will only point out here that it's still one of the dominant 
species in the head-high tangle on the site of old Aanch-
galtsóow. Photo resolution on the 1888 Case & Draper photo 
is a bit too soft to be absolutely certain of species, but my best 
guess is that the monoculture of waist-high dark plants just up 
from the paler ryegrass strip is stinging nettle. 

Other 'native' but culturally-stewarded species that persist in 
this rich meadow are thimbleberry, raspberry, fireweed, twisted 
stalk, violets, and red osier dogwood. 

4)  Clan houses  Áak'w Kwáan culture bearers say that at 
least 4 clans were represented at Aanchgaltsóow (p 3, footnote 
1).  At least 11 houses are remembered: 8 Wooshkeetaan and 
3 L'eeneidí. It's not known exactly how many were present in 
1867. 6 Assuming that some had already been dismantled in 
the 1888 photo, I arbitrarily added 2 more, for a total of 6 in 
my 1867 recreation. I copied the basic structure for pre-contact 
tribal houses, with 4 large vertical corner posts, slotted to 
receive horizontal planks. 

Of which tree species were these houses made: shéiyi 
spruce, or laax redcedar? Only spruce grows within easy 
towing distance to Aanchgaltsóow. "Easy," however, was not 
necessarily bottom line for Tlingit hít s'aatís, house masters. 

The Kaagwaantaan collector Louis Shottridge said that 
wealthy people at Tlakw.áan, eternal town (Klukwan) some-
times imported laax for clanhouse planking. In the second 

6 If the lost journals of Thomas Minor resurface in Smithsonian archives (page 10), 
we may be able to say a great deal more about Aanchgaltsóow in September 1868. 
He would almost certainly have given a count and description of houses. 

segment of my 4-part slide show series—villagefactors2.exe—I give dimensions and wood-
working criteria for such planks: 40 feet long, 40 inches wide and 6 inches thick (Carstensen, 
2015b, show#2). The nearest source of suitable redcedar is on Tàan, sea lion (Prince of Wales 
Island), over 300 canoe miles south of Tlakw.áan. Imagine having the power to order such 
material towed through the inside passage, then 20 miles up Jilkáat, cache (Chilkat River)!

 Structures in the 1888 photo by Case & Draper are not as massive as Whale House—most 
famous of the tribal houses of Tlakw.áan. I suspect the Áak'w houses were of spruce, but that 

June photo from tree-
top above the Yax Té 
pole, just before it was 
taken down (third rais-
ing scheduled for June, 
2017). Scattered red 
alders emerge through 
a dense thicket of edible 
and medicinal species. 2010
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presents its own challenges. Spruce is much harder than redcedar to split. 7

5)  Pre-blowdown  In this section of the 2017 base photo, forest texture needed to be revised. Only 
5 years before the 1888 photo, a major winter gale took down whole forests throughout the CBJ, 
including much of the hillside behind Aanchgaltsóow (Carstensen, 2013, p 19). New Glacier Highway 
slices through a classic, even-aged windforest, around 130 years old, nicely exposed by recent logging 
along the road corridor. At that 150-foot elevation—as almost everywhere else around Juneau, the 
dominant tree in the wind forest is western hemlock. Prior to the blowdown, in 1867, there would 
probably have been old-growth forest on all of the terrain covered by smooth-textured windforest on 
the 2017 oblique. So I cloned-in tall, gappy forest. Compare by toggling back and forth.

Directly behind the village terrace—the stand from which the preceding treetop view was taken—
forest recovery has been largely Sitka spruce, which is quite an anomaly in Southeast windforest. The 
only other places I've seen it are on sites where blowdown caused widespread uprooting—presumably 
where snap-resistant spruce dominated the previous forest as well. Strong-boled spruces get levered 
over, ripping out their root pads, whereas hemlocks tend to break, leaving roots intact. One scenario 
that could explain spruce dominance in windforest behind Auk Rec would be if the February, 1883 

7  Juneau biology teacher Henry Hopkins has carved canoes of both spruce and redcedar. In a Sealaska workshop for educators we were 
looking at archival photos of Áak'w canoes in the 1880s, and I asked Henry if they looked like laax or shéiyi. He couldn't tell, but replied 
that carving a boat from shéiyi was "a character-building experience." Same would apply to splitting a large plank or beam. 

gale encountered a dispersed woodland, rendered 
vulnerable to gales by selective logging. That's consis-
tent with an axe-thinned forest behind a village, in 
times before crosscut saws were available. 

In the 1888 Case & Draper photo, no trees appear 
just behind the clan houses. By the 1940s, above, spruc-
es seem around 60 feet tall—a growth rate of 1 foot per 
year. In 1993, they'd have stood about 100 feet tall. The 
tree I climbed with Clay Good in 2010 for the preced-
ing oblique photo was probably one of the orange-
coded 130-footers in the 'normalized vegetation' layer.

1940s 1993

Wind forest in the LiDAR 
point cloud can be
measured to the 

nearest foot.

Right:  the 1st & 2nd Yax té pole raising. 
Compare relative size of trees beyond.
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6)  Young spruce fringe  As explained in the preceding section for Áak'w Táak, there's 
uncertainty about timing in the onset of glacial rebound. I've assumed about a half-century 
with zero uplift after the glacial maximum, followed by slow uplift beginning, say, 1820. 
Acceleration to rates experienced today probably didn't occur until well into the 1900s (p 17, 
footnote 7). By 1867, under this assumption, we'd find a narrow band of very young spruce 
saplings, extending along the shores in both directions from Aanchgaltsóow. 

In addition to recent uplift above the highest tides, a population of several hundred people, 
residing here for maybe a decade or two, would make this shoreline what loggers today call 
a "working forest." Clearcutting wasn't an option, but as soon as trade iron was available, 
young trees would be selectively axed down for firewood and construction. I've pasted in a 
continuous belt of 'uplift saplings' from analogous beach fringe in Daxanáak (Berners Bay). 

7)  Goon héen:  Dependable, perennial drinking water is one of the non-negotiable char-
acteristics of a kwáan's central village site. Preferably, that water should not fill up with 
stinky dead salmon for several months each year—so we're actually more interested in little, 
non-anadromous streams.     

Goon means spring, or springfed, so goon heén is a little creek with reliable, upwelling 
water, not dependent so directly upon whims of precipitation, nor so apt to freeze bottomfast 
as other little streams.8 The most stable stream at today's Auke Beach emerges onto the beach 
about 1000 feet east of the clan house bench. 

Tracing this stream upslope, the hillshade indicates it's interrupted by an early-Holocene 
storm berm. Immediately following deglaciation, entrenchment of uppermost reaches began 
in raw marine sediment exposed by rapid glacial rebound. At the 200-foot contour, this inci-
sion disappears, with much of the flow (presumably) moving underground for a few hundred 
feet before re-emerging in a headward-cutting trench. If that's true, it would help to reduce 
turbidity during heavy rains. As of March, 2017, I haven't yet walked this stream.

8  Thanks to David Katzeek for explaining the concept of goon héen to our Goldbelt Heritage Foundation class in 2013. 
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Appendices
Appendix 1  CBJ Natural History 
Project
Throughout this background report for the 
Seward's-Day sesquicentennial retrospective, 
I've cited products of a major study conducted by 
Discovery Southeast for CBJ Parks and Recre-
ation between 2007 and 2011. On request from 
then-director Mark Matsil, Discovery focused 
on 10 trail systems owned and/or managed by 
CBJ. Our primary goal was creation of a series 
of 3-panel interpretive signs, installed at 10 
trailheads throughout the Borough. These signs 
give watershed-based descriptions of 10 favorite 
Juneau hiking destinations. 

In addition to those 10 sign-groupings with 
watershed emphasis, there are 2 'master signs' 
providing overviews of the CBJ Natural History 
Project. One is at the entry to Cope Park, and 

Discovery signs at Outer Point.

the other, designed to be placed on the UAS campus, is still in storage 
as of spring, 2017. 1

Complementing sign production were 2 additional interpretive 
"deliverables:"

1)  A 72-page, 8.5x11, Discovery Guide, entitled Natural History 
of Juneau trails: a watershed approach. Funds for the printing 
of this guide (Carstensen, 2013) came from Michael Blackwell. 
It's available in local bookstores, or can be purchased directly 
from Discovery at: http://www.discoverysoutheast.org/product/
natural-history-of-juneau-trails-a-watershed-approach/

2) We also created an 8.5 x14 (legal-size) brochure for each trail. 
These are available from our website as pdfs you can bring into the field 
on your smartphone, or run through your home printer double-sided as 
a 4-fold trail guide.  http://www.discoverysoutheast.org/?s=juneau+trails

Because funding for the Natural History Project came from CBJ, our 
interpretation focused on trail-traversed watersheds at least partially 
owned by the City—outlined in black on the map on right. 

Obvious gaps remain in our descriptions of Juneau's important water-
sheds. Since completion of the Natural History Project, we've sought 
further opportunities to add those missing landscapes to Discovery's 
growing interpretive library. Once again, we're grateful to Mike Blackwell 
for further bolstering that library by funding the sesquicentennial project. 
Most notably, this has fleshed out some history in the most obvious of 
our 'unattended watersheds:' Áak'w Táak (Mendenhall Valley). On its 
flanking banners, for Dzantik'i Héeni and Aanchgaltsóow, the 150-year 
retrospectives have been a fun way to probe ever deeper into the 
stories of our home. 

1  The Cope Park location for the overview sign is suboptimal, receiving probably 100 times 
less viewership than if it were displayed more prominently downtown, where intended. In 
addition, the contractors installed the outer panels improperly (swapping left for right). Moving 
the sign—still in great condition and featuring the Juneau-Mannahatta visualization (p 3 of this 
report)—could rectify both problems. 
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Appendix 2  LiDAR
In 2013, CBJ Community Development contracted with the survey firm Quantum Spatial to provide 
high resolution aerial photography and other cartographic resources for the Juneau Wetlands 
Management Plan Revision (JWMPR). I served on the field and cartographic team for that project, 
along with Principle Investigator Koren Bosworth, my wife Catherine Pohl, and Andrew Allison, 
mapping wetlands from Cowee-Davies to back-Douglas Island.

The most ground-breaking tool for this 2014-2015 project was LiDAR (Light Detection And Rang-
ing), from a low-elevation airborne survey that measures distance with laser light. LiDAR-based 
cartography dramatically enhanced our work in the Juneau area—first of many Southeast communi-
ties and project areas to commission this service. 1

Watershed Sciences acquired the CBJ LiDAR from a small plane at about 3,000 feet, shooting 
down millions of light pulses, reflected back, carrying information about trees and topography. On 
the bare-earth model, all the LiDAR returns from vegetation are filtered out. For the first time we can 
quickly map fine surface details previously hidden under forest canopy. For example, our streams 
model shows even ephemeral trickles at a order of magnitude more resolution than the best avail-
able stream layers from ground-truthing and stereophoto interpretation.

In contrast, for vegetation analysis, we use the 'early returns' to generate layers such as "normal-
ized vegetation" (p 35) and for drawing branch-by-branch tree profiles (p 37).  As noted earlier, my 
narrated slideshow—New tools for old naturalists  (https://vimeo.com/143321329)—explains use of 
LiDAR for finding tall trees. 

Juneau's 2013 LiDAR shows all of our lowland habitat in the roaded portion of the borough, but 
doesn’t reach all the way to summits & ridgelines—a reflection of the high expense of this emerging 
technology. One drawback is in streams modeling, where lack of data on upslope tributaries limits 
the validity of streamsize predictions.  

For for almost any Southeast terrain outside of the 2013 LiDAR coverage, a related technology 
called IfSAR (interferometric synthetic aperture radar) now offers similar if less detailed elevation 
models. An example is the hillshade for Nugget Valley on page 29.

1 After a 36-day drive from New York to Seattle this fall, I was able to download high-resolution LiDAR-based hillshades for every 
natural area visited from the USGS National Map site. Many places even offered tiled point-cloud coverage for analysis of vegetation 
structure, as on page 37 of this report. If you do GIS, check out https://viewer.nationalmap.gov/basic/?howTo=true   Alaska lags 
behind the lower 48 states in LiDAR aquisition, but as prices fall and methods improve, it will hopefully become available for more of 
Southeast.  

Coverage of the 
2013 CBJ LiDAR 

and its many 
derivative layers 
is arrayed along 
the coast, road 

systems, and up 
several selected 

valleys.
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